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1.  Introduction 
 

[StealthSkater note: the fundamentals of Dr. Pitkanen's TGD physics has been archived on the 

"Pitkanen" page at => doc   pdf   URL  ] 

 

TGD-based physics involves radical generalization of the spacetime concept [TGD, padTGD, 

cbook].  Spacetime is surface in certain 8-dimensional space which can be regarded as the future 

lightcone of Minkowski space with its points replaced with certain 4-dimensional space (complex 

projective space CP2) of extremely small size of order E
-30

 meters (see Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1.  Imbedding space is obtained by replacing each point of the future lightcone of Minkowski 

space by 4-dimensional compact space CP2 of extremely small size about E
-30

 meters. 

 

In this manner, one ends up to the notion of many-sheeted spacetime illustrated in Figure 2. 

 
 

Figure 2.  Two-dimensional illustration of many-sheeted 3-space.  The parallel sheets (parallelpipeds 

schematically) have extremely small distance of about E
-30

 meters. They are are connected 

to each other by wormholes (see illustration on left) not shown in schematic illustration.  

This illustration makes sense also as illustration of 4-D spacetime surface since TGD allows 

spacetime sheets with finite time duration (so called cognitive spacetime sheets). 

 

(a) The sheets of the many-sheeted spacetime correspond to physical objects of various sizes: to 

elementary particles, hadrons, nuclei, atoms, molecules, ..,cells, macroscopic bodies,.. 
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astrophysical objects.  The outer boundaries of the spacetime sheets correspond to the outer 

boundaries of these objects so what we can see the presence of the boundaries of these spacetime 

sheets by looking around and just reinterpreting what we see!  The distance between sheets is 

extremely small (about E
-30

 meters) so that one can see only the boundaries of these sheet but not 

resolves them from each other. 

 

(b) These sheets effectively correspond to finite universes of their own which interact with the other 

similar universes via wormhole contacts (see Figure 2) and join along boundaries contacts serving 

as bridges connecting the boundaries of sheets together.  Chemical bond provides one example of 

join along boundaries bond. 

 

(c) These sheets can have even finite duration (cognitive spacetime sheets)!  Cognitive spacetime sheets 

can gradually diffuse along "material" spacetime sheets having infinite duration by basic 

conservation laws.  They are excellent candidates for cognitive representations of the material 

world and for the geometric correlates of thoughts and conscious selves. 

 

(d) These observations suggest that different spacetime sheets can correspond also to different levels of 

conscious experiencing.  And that there might be entire hierarchy of lifeforms corresponding to 

the hierarchy of the cognitive spacetime sheets.  And that our consciousness represents only one 

level in this hierarchy. 

 

The predicted hierarchy of the spacetime sheets and lifeforms stimulates a new approach in attempt 

to understand the origin of UFO experiences.  Perhaps the UFO experiences reflect the presence of these 

higher lifeforms. 

 

This idea is by no means new.  A couple of months after Terence McKenna's physical death, I ended 

up to his homepage and found a lecture which he gave at 80s in Esalem when the quantum 

consciousness movement began [McKenna].  On basis of his experiences with hallucinogen-induced 

states of consciousness, McKenna proposed general ideas about quantum consciousness which turned 

out to be surprisingly consistent with my own views about consciousness. 

 

McKenna also suggested that we are not the only ones.  Parallel with our own world, there should be 

myriads of extremely strange forms of intelligent life -- many of them much more advanced than ours.  

McKenna also emphasized the irony of the situation.  That the only possible interpretation allowed by 

the prevailing materialistic and reductionistic world view for these lifeforms (at distance of E
-30

 meters if 

TGD is correct!) is as ETs or hallucinations. 

 

Neuroscientist Michael Persinger has in turn proposed a reduction of not only UFO experiences but 

also religious experiences to interactions between brain and Earth's geomagnetic field [Persinger].  In 

particular, Persinger suggests that geomagnetic perturbations generated by earthquakes at 

seismically active areas induce UFO experiences.  Persinger has even developed a method yielding 

experiences of "sensed presences" based on the stimulation of brain by patterns of magnetic pulses with 

single pulse lasting about one millisecond [Persinger].  [StealthSkater note: Geologist Bruce Cornet 

once correlated UFO sightings with seismic activity in the New England area.  I archived part of 

his site on the "UFO#Cornet" page at => doc   pdf   URL  .] 

 

In the following, I shall propose that TGD-inspired theory of consciousness [cbook, consc] allows 

different, non-materialistic explanation of UFO experiences based on the hierarchy of the spacetime 

sheets representing hierarchy of increasingly evolved lifeforms.  The explanation is consistent with the 

empirical observations of Persinger and also with the views of Terence McKenna and proposes concrete 

physical correlates for the spiritial levels of subjective existence. 

../../Stealthskater/UFO.doc#Cornet
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I want to thank Claude Rifat for the request to write this little essay.  Especially so because the 

process of writing led to a beautiful concrete scenario for self hierarchy based on the identification of the 

cognitive spacetime sheets as "massless extremals" (MEs!) in turn leading to rather convincing 

arguments in favor of the existence of electromagnetic self hierarchy and giving concrete view about 

how this hierarchy relates to the modern electromagnetic society, in particular net. 
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2.  Moments of consciousness as quantum jumps between quantum 

histories and the notion of self hierarchy 
 

TGD-inspired consciousness [cbook, consc] involves 2 elements.  The identification of quantum 

jump as moment of consciousness defines microscopic theory of consciousness and the notion of self is 

crucial for macroscopic and macrotemporal theory of consciousness. 

 

2.1  Moments of consciousness as quantum jumps between quantum histories  

 

General coordinate invariance forces the identification of quantum states as quantum histories rather 

than time=constant snapshots of single quantum history.  This identification has several important 

consequences. 

 

(a) The possibility to regard state function collapse as a quantum jump between quantum histories solves 

the basic paradox posed by the determinism of the Schrödinger equation contra non -determinism 

of the state function collapse.  The identification of quantum jump as moment of consciousness 

defines what might be called microscopic theory of consciousness [consc]. 

 

(b) One must reformulate quantum measurement theory.  Only quantum jumps which can be regarded as 

quantum measurements of the density matrix of some subsystem are allowed.  Negentropy 

Maximization Principle (NMP) specifies which subsystems are subject to quantum measurement in 

a given quantum jump [NMP]. 

 

NMP can be regarded as a basic law for the dynamics of quantum jumps.  NMP also specifies 

which subsystems can have a moment of consciousness in a given quantum state.  NMP implies 

apparent competition between subsystems for being quantum measured.  Perceptive rivalry might 

be a good example of this kind of competition. 

 

(c) The sequence of quantum jumps define what might be called subjective time development defined by 

the sequence of corresponding conscious experiences.  Quantum histories and spacetime surfaces 

are histories with respect to the Geometric-Time.  Thus one has 2 times, 2 causalities, and 2 kinds 

of memories.  Subjective memories are about conscious experiences.  And geometric memories 

are predictions of Future and Past provided no quantum jumps would occur, kind of simulations or 

classical theories.  The comparison of these 2 kinds of memories gives rise to emotions. 

 

2.2 The notion of self 

 

An important step in the development of the theory was the discovery of the quantum level 

definition of the concept of self [consc, selfbind].  Self can be identified as a subsystem able to remain 

p-adically unentangled during unitary "time evolutions" U associated with sequential quantum jumps 

 

Psi i → UPsi i → Psi f 
 

between initial and final quantum histories.  Subsystem possessing self behaves thus p-adically like 

its own independent sub-Universe (p-adic mathematics is described in [padTGD] ).  Vanishing p-adic 

entanglement means that real entanglement is subcritical.  Obviously real entanglement is nonvanishing 

in the generic case and selves are not possible in standard quantum theory. 

 

(a) Self can have subselves.  Self with subselves corresponds geometrically to a cognitive spacetime 

sheet having smaller cognitive spacetime sheets glued to it.  Self experiences subselves as mental 
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images: the subsubselves associated with subself are experienced by self as average mental image 

about mental images of subself.  This means that abstraction takes place. 

 

One can say that experiencer is experience of a higher level experiencer.  An irreducible self is 

defined as a self having no subselves (mental images).  Reducible and irreducible selves give rise 

to 2 modes of consciousness identifiable as ordinary and "whole -body" consciousness (state of 

one-ness). 

 

(b) Entire infinite hierarchy of selves is predicted with the entire Universe (which might be called 

"God") at the top.  This hierarchy can be also regarded as a hierarchy of abstractions.  And there is 

definite analogy with a hierarchy of computer programs and languages.  An important assumption 

is that self entangled with higher level self loses its consciousness.  During sleep or unconscious 

trance, this kind of entanglement with higher level self obviously occurs. 

 

(c) The hypothesis that the experiences of self associated with the quantum jumps occurred after the 

"wake -up" (the quantum jump during which U made subsystem p-adically unentangled) sum up to 

single experience, implies that self can have memories about earlier moments of consciousness.  

Therefore the self becomes an extended object with respect to the subjective time and has a well 

defined "personal history".  Subjective memory has a natural identification as immediate short 

term memory about 0.1 seconds.  "Wake-up" does not therefore correspond to the concrete wake-

up in the morning! 

 

(d) If the temporal binding of the experiences involves some kind of averaging (that is, if quantum 

statistical determinism generalizes to the level of the subjective experience), the total experience 

defined by the heap of the experiences associated with individual quantum jumps is reliable. 

 

(e) The assumption that subjective memory is average over quantum jumps occurred after last "wake-

up" implies that the time resolution of sensory experience cannot be better than the duration of 

self.  In our case, this means that the wakeup time of our self cannot be much longer than 0.1 

seconds!  This means that long term subjective memories must be communicated to us by higher 

levels selves!  We could have, however, long term geometric memories.  And it seems that we 

indeed have.  These memories are, however, narratizations rather than genuine memories about 

what really happened. 
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3.  Cognitive spacetime sheets as geometric correlates of selves 
 

The assumption that quantum jumps occur between quantum histories forces a radical 

reconsideration of the concepts of psychological time and observer [time]. 

 

The basic problem is how it is possible to understand temporal localization for contents of conscious 

experience if quantum jumps occur between entire quantum histories.  The solution of the paradox is 

provided by the fact that the classical nondeterminism of the basic variational principle of TGD allows 

so called "cognitive spacetime sheets" which have finite duration with respect to Geometric-Time. 

 

(a) One can assign to cognitive spacetime sheets a well defined center of mass time coordinate and 

identify this as psychological time. 

 

(b) The value of psychological time increases in statistical sense.  The reason is that cognitive spacetime 

sheets glued to material spacetime sheets drift into the direction of future since there is much more 

room in the Future than in the Past of the point of future lightcone. 

 

The TGD view about psychological time implies that the entire spacetime is living being.  Cultures 

of geometric Past and Future subjectively exist now.  TGD even predicts the possibility of 

communications with sufficiently advanced civilizations of Past and Future (in our most probably 

obviously future!) (see the last chapter of [padTGD] and [time] ).  The notion of 4-dimensional brain 

having dramatic consequences for the understanding of memory and motor activities is implicated 

[cbook].  [StealthSkater note: all of this reminds me of ELINT Sgt. Dan Sherman's "Project 

Preserve Destiny" claims of "intuitive communications" with off-world aliens in some (what 

would appear to be) non-physical realm.  See the "Sherman" page at => doc   pdf   URL  ] 

 

 
Figure 3.  Cognitive spacetime sheets have finite time duration and one can assign with them a well 

defined value of psychological time which increases in the long run as cognitive spacetime 

sheet drifts to the geometric Future (there is more room in the Future than in the Past of a 

given point of future lightcone).  The average increment of psychological time in single 

quantum jump is about E
-39

 seconds. 

 

../../Stealthskater/Sherman.doc
../../Stealthskater/Sherman.pdf
http://www.stealthskater.com/Sherman.htm
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4.  How higher level selves communicate with lower levels: 

semi-trance mechanism? 
 

It was already noticed that long term subjective memories must be communicated to us from the 

higher levels of the self hierarchy.  TGD version about the relationship of human consciousness to 

higher levels of self-hierarchy relies on the notion of semi-trance [semitrance1, semitrance2]. 

 

During semi-trance, parts of brain entangle with some higher level (say the self associated with the 

social group) and are in trance and therefore serve unconscious medium.  The remaining parts of brain 

serve as conscious audience and receive communications from the collective consciousness via the 

entangled region of brain as sensory hallucinations, emotions, and thoughts. 

 

Semi-trance is absolutely essential for an autentic self-narrative.  Without it, our subjective 

consciousness would consist of subjective memory fragments lasting only a fraction of second.  Higher 

level selves tell us where we come from and were we are going.  It must be however noticed that 

geometric memories could have much longer time span.  And they could provide self narrative as a story 

which would change in each quantum jump.  

 

The motion of semi-trance [semitrance1, semitrance2] was inspired by the notion of bicamerality 

of Jaynes [Jaynes].  Bicameral man received the commands and advices of the collective consciousness 

as auditory and visual hallucinations via regions of the right brain hemisphere wherefrom they were 

communicated to the left hemisphere whereas modern man receives these communications as thoughts 

("internal speech") in left brain semi-trance and emotions in right brain semi-trance. 

 

Semi-trance mechanism is at work in all length scales.  Our body is a cell society communicating 

commands to individual cells (in selective manner in biofeedback).  The collective consciousness of ant 

society explains the miraculous feats of the ant nest although individual ants do not have the IQ and 

social skills needed to build the nest. 
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5.  Vacuum Extremals and Massless Extremals 
 

I used the first 12 years of TGD to the study of various action principles possibly determining the 

dynamics of the spacetime surfaces.  They had rather universal features but the so-called Kaehler action 

turned out to be unique among them [TGD]. 

 

One general outcome of this study was a radical generalization of the notion of "spacetime".  

Spacetime topology is nontrivial in all length scales and spacetime is many-sheeted.  Topological 

quantization means that various notions of quantum field theories have precise topological correlates at 

the level of the spacetime geometry [super, qcoco, bioself]. 

 

For instance, absolute minimization of Kaehler action implies that spacetime surfaces are analogous 

to Bohr orbits so that field quantization occurs already at classical level.  Flux tubes of magnetic field 

carrying quantized magnetic flux is a good example of this phenomenon.  More generally, 

electromagnetic field decomposes into topological field quanta which correspond to different spacetime 

sheets identifiable as coherence regions of EM field.  This decomposition is a topological counterpart for 

the phenomenon of classical decoherence which means that the interference effects in the superposition 

of field components somehow disappear when decoherence occurs as if field components would live on 

different spacetimes.  This is indeed what they do! 

 

 
Figure 4.  Loss of classical coherence.  Spacetime sheet containing superposition of field components 

decomposes into spacetime sheets containing the field components separately. 

 

It turned out that Kaehler action allows 4 kinds of basic extremals. 

 

(1)  So-called CP2 type extremals which are vacua and nondeterministic correspond to elementary 

particles.  They lead directly to super Virasoro algebra of string models [padTGD]. 

 

(2)  Cosmic strings turned out to be te'ur-matter' whose decay to elementary particles gives rise to 

visible matter.  Topologically condensed cosmic strings correspond to the dark matter and cosmic 

strings outside the spacetime sheets to "vacuum energy density" of the inflationary scenarios.  

Galaxies result when split cosmic strings burn like firecrackers to elementary particles.  Gamma 

ray bursters result from jets of elementary particles emerging from the ends of the split strings (see 

the chapters "TGD and cosmology" and 'Cosmic strings' of [TGD] ). 

 

(3)  "'Massless Extremals" (MEs)are an extremely general solution set representing various gauge 

fields and gravitational fields [antenna].  Being scale invariant, they come in all size scales.  The 

contain waves propagating with velocity of light in single direction so that there is no dispersion.  

Preservation of pulse shape makes them ideal for classical communications.  The presence of the 

light like vacuum currents is, however, a purely TGD-based feature and implies generation of 

coherent light. 
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Also coherent gravitons are generated.  World should be full of MEs with all possible sizes 

since they have vanishing action: addition of ME with finite time duration yields new absolute 

minimum of Kaehler action since Kaehler action does not change in this operation. 

 

(4)  Vacuum Extremals (VEs) are a breathtakingly general solution set.  When one restricts spacetime 

surfaces to infinite family of 6-dimensional submanifolds of 8-D imbedding space, one obtains 

only VEs.  The small deformations induced by the interaction of VEs with nonvacuum spacetime 

sheets deforms them to nonvacuum extremals. 

 

This suggests that biomatter and its nondeterminism must be related to VEs.  And that the 

interaction of VEs with matter give rise to cognitive representations, cognitive spacetime sheets of 

finite time duration. 

 

 
Figure 5.  Massless Extremals are classical counterparts of virtual particles and have finite duration.  

The dominating wavelength associated with the coherent photons generated by ME gives 

natural lower bound for its size.  The duration of ME defines the duration of the time interval 

about which it can provide geometric memories. 

 

This summary raises 2 questions. 

 

(a) MEs are predicted to be everywhere and in all length scales.  What do they correspond physically?  

They do not certainly correspond to elementary particles or dark matter. 

 

(b) What happens to VEs when they are deformed to nonvacuum extremals by interaction with matter 

containing spacetime sheets.  Are they perhaps deformed to MEs? 

 

Answers became possible when I realized that classical counterpart for exchange of photon 

corresponds to ME connecting 2 spacetime sheets and lasting finite time!  Light-likeness of vacuum 

currents indeed allows this.  These MEs are therefore identifiable as cognitive spacetime sheets!  This 

leads to the following hypothesis. 

 

Hypothesis:  In interaction with matter, VEs become structures consisting of MEs with finite time 

duration having interpretation as representing classical communications between 2 systems.  Thus 

cognitive spacetime sheets correspond to MEs.  It is even possible to have negative energy MEs so that 

total energy associated with MEs can vanish!  This simplifying working hypothesis might be wrong but 

select the most important cognitive spacetime sheets. 
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6.  Massless Extremals as cognitive spacetime sheets 
 

It is worth of considering in more detailed form the identification of cognitive spacetime sheets as 

MEs representing classical analogs of "virtual photons". 

 

6.1  MEs as "virtual photons" 

 

(a) Virtual MEs have finite spatial size and temporal duration and are necessarily exchanged between 2 

systems at finite distance.  Thus they are represent able as Feynmann diagrams with internal 

photon line thickened to ME having finite spatial thickness and length and finite time duration.  

Time duration can be much longer than the time scale defined by dominating frequency.  Lower 

bound for the size is given by the wavelength defined by the lowest frequency present (the length 

of ME). 

 

(b) There is entire hierarchy of MEs corresponding to varying dominating wavelengths characterizing 

the spatial size of ME.  MEs can have wormhole contacts and join along boundariers bonds with 

various spacetime sheets and MEs with given dominating frequency modulate MEs with smaller 

size and larger frequency.  This modulation provides fundamental interaction mechanism between 

the levels of self hierarchy represented by MEs.  This modulation hierarchy can be regarded as 

slaving hierarchy.  I have already proposed similar modulation hierarchy for Josephson currents 

and these interacting hierarchies correspond closely to each other. 

 

6.2 MEs are ideal for building cognitive representations and provide mechanism of long term 

memory  

 

For several reasons, MEs are ideal building bricks of cognitive representations and can hence be 

interpreted as geometrical correlates of selves and mental images. 

 

(a) The definition of MEs involves 2 arbitrary functions.  Thus the behavior is completely freely 

selectable 1+1 dimensional time-space section of ME.  This makes it possible to code information 

-- say nerve pulse patterns in one-dimensional line to the vacuum current of ME generating 

classical em field and coherent light. 

 

The light-likeness of the vacuum current is absolutely essential.  For ordinary EM currents, this 

kind of coding is not possible and standard physics does not allow a realization of long term 

memory in the proposed sense.  In fact, the entire TGD-based theory of consciousness relies very 

heavily on the very special properties of the Kaehler action (classical nondeterminism being its 

most characteristic property). 

 

(b) Information about events in any finite region of spacetime can be coded into vacuum current.  

Elsewhere, ME can have vanishing vacuum current and even EM fields.  Classical gravitational 

wave and curvature are also present in general.  Coherent photons/gravitons are generated if 

vacuum EM current/vacuum curvature tensor is nonvanishing. 

 

(c) MEs representing classical counterparts of photon exchanges can be generated in any quantum jump 

and they have some duration and they provide cognitive representations.  [TGD predicts that the 

the final states of quantum jumps correspond to superposition of spacetime surfaces which are 

macroscopically identical (identical in the resolution defined by p-adic length scale) so that it 

makes sense to speak about classical spacetime changing quantum jump by quantum jump.] 
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(d) Long-term memory is coded in the classical EM field and in coherent light generated by ME in 

hologram-like manner.  Any finite spacetime region receiving the classical EM field of coherent 

light generated by it gets hologram-like picture containing info about entire Geometric-Time 

interval spanned by ME.  If vacuum current is localized to some restricted spacetime region, the 

hologrammic information is about this region and receiver anywhere along the ME receives more-

or-less the same information.  [StealthSkater note: I wonder if this was what famed missing 

person Philip Taylor Kramer was homing in on?  See the "Science#Kramer" page at => doc   

pdf   URL  .] 

 

(e) MEs provide a mechanism of long-term memory which differs from ordinary sensory perception 

only in that the ME giving rise to the geometric memory has much longer duration with respect to 

the Geometric-Time than the ME giving rise to ordinary sensory perception. 

 

In TGD framework, synaptic strengths code only cognitive representations and learned 

associations -- not memories of the past.  Long-term memory is coded in the classical EM field and 

in coherent light generated by ME in hologram-like manner.  Any finite spacetime region receiving 

the classical EM field of coherent light generated by it gets hologram-like picture containing info 

about entire Geometric-Time interval spanned by ME. 

 

If vacuum current is localized to some restricted spacetime region (it can be!), the 

hologrammic information is about this region and receiver anywhere along the ME gets more-or-

less the same information since hologram is in question. ELF selves can perhaps control this 

localization.  Geometric memory allows also understand identification experiences and 

transpersonal experiences in which person can experience events of distant past not related to the 

personal history [experience]. 

 

6.3  MEs and how can we know that sensory percept is about external world and memory is 

indeed memory? 

 

There is a nasty problem involved with sensory experience about external world.  How do we know 

that sensory input represents something in the external world rather than being figment of imagination? 

 

MEs provide a possible solution of this puzzle -- at least in case of vision.  Perhaps light rays are real 

and correspond MEs connecting eye to the object of perception are part of perception.  And these MEs 

are part of visual mental images so that mental images would belong also to the external world.  In case 

of hearing infrared light or perhaps ELF light at sound frequencies propagating along, MEs might be 

involved. 

 

The presence of MEs suggests new refined mechanisms for how brain might compute the distance of 

an object of visual field from information coming at retina.  Perhaps it need not to calculate it at all.  

Perhaps it experiences it directly.  Of course, the brain can also construct quantitative measures for this 

distance and this might require computational algorithms involving neural iteration and perhaps delicate 

interferometer type mechanisms. 

 

A similar problem is encountered with memories.  How we know at mental image is memory -- that 

it represents something in the geometric Past?  MEs extend also into the geometric past like light rays 

extend to objects of external world.  This would make possible to directly know that long-term memory 

represents events in geometric past since they indeed are about real neural events in real Past! 

../../Stealthskater/Science.doc#Kramer
../../Stealthskater_PDF/Science.pdf#Kramer
http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Kramer
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6.4  Also ELF selves can be identified as MEs 

 

EEG involves oscillating currents generating photons with frequencies in the range 1-100 Hz.  The 

Uncertainty Principle implies that topological field quanta at EEG frequencies must have size (denote it 

by 'L') of order Earth at least.  Their lifetime can be much longer than the time t = 1/f  = c/L defined by 

the minimum frequency present.  A very attractive hypothesis is that these topological field quanta 

correspond to MEs exchanged between 2 physical systems.  Thus one can speak about ELF selves. 

 

ELF selves can carry information about biosystems in very long  even Earth length) scales.  They 

can also communicate this information to lower level selves.  And this means the possibility of 

telepathy-like communications from collective selves to lower level selves as also between selves at the 

same level. 

 

The natural hypothesis is that there is a multi-leveled symbiosis between MEs representing 

electromagnetic life in various length scales and between biomatter.  ELF selves would be responsible 

for the highest levels of mentality.  They would correspond to spirit as opposed to "flesh" represented by 

MEs with length of order, say, cell size.  This symbiosis would serve the interests of all participants.  

[StealthSkater note: does any of this relate to Dan Burisch's claim of a "ganesh particle" that 

seeds consciousness into biological matter? See the "Burisch" page at => doc   pdf   URL  ] 

 

Electromagnetic lifeforms represented by the MEs can communicate to the biolevel long-term 

geometric memories, goals, emotions whereas biolevel can provide EM life forms with muscle and 

neuron power.  For instance, the sleep state might make possible quantum computations since the 

entanglement during sleep is above critical and parts of brain are not performing quantum jumps.  Who 

knows … perhaps sleep is our most important function from the viewpoint of higher level selves! 

 

An interesting question is what happens to the various EM levels of our personal self hierarchy after 

physical death.  Could some of these levels continue subjective existence?  The intuitive grasp about 

continuity of the subjective existence in some form could explain notions like spirit, soul, shadow, ka,....  

 

 

../../Stealthskater/Burisch.doc
../../Stealthskater_PDF/Burisch.pdf
http://www.stealthskater.com/Burisch.htm
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7.  ELF selves, EEG, and and the spectroscopy of Consciousness 
 

Macroscopic quantum phases are an absolutely essential element of most quantum consciousness 

theories.  And TGD is not an exception in this respect. 

 

The notion of many-sheeted spacetime indeed predicts new types of Macroscopic quantum phases 

[bioself, qcoco, super, antenna].  This has led to guesses for the quantum correlates of sensory qualia 

and conscious thought as various Macroscopic quantum phases predicted by TGD [qualia, eeg].  But the 

lack of direct experimental evidence for the Macroscopic quantum phases has made more detailed 

models impossible. 

 

The crucial empirical ingredient turned out to be the observations about the effects of oscillating 

ELF electromagnetic fields on brain made already at 70s [ELF].  The strongest effects are obtained at 

odd multiples of cyclotron frequencies of various biologically important ions like Ca
++

 in Earth's 

magnetic field.  Also amplitude modulation of radio frequency fields by these frequencies has effects. 

 

This leads to a surprising conclusion in violent conflict with standard physics view about the world.  

Magnetically confined states of ions in Earth's magnetic field having minimal size of order cell size and 

energy scale of order E
-14

 eV are in question and effects are related to quantum jumps between these 

states!  The notion of many-sheeted spacetime indeed allows these states.  Various ions are "dropped" to 

cellular spacetime sheets where the thermal noise is absent so that the ions can form superconducting 

Macroscopic quantum phases [super, qcoco]. 

 

There are also intriguing connections with important EEG frequencies.  For instance, the lowest odd 

multiples of Na
+
 cyclotron frequency are 13 Hz (the threshold for cognition in EEG);  39 Hz, thalamo-

cortical resonance frequency and 65 Hz (the average REM EEG frequency).  This suggests that 

cyclotron frequencies -- and more generally magnetic transition frequencies -- are fundamental for brain 

consciousness. 

 

In TGD framework, Z
0
 magnetic fields are possible so that also Z

0
 magnetic transition frequencies 

are expected to be important. 

 

These observations make possible rather detailed model of the sensory qualia [qualia].  Self 

hierarchy has as its electromagnetic correlate the hierarchy of Josephson currents modulated by 

Josephson currents modulated by... having magnetic transition frequencies as their basic frequencies.  

Josephson currents flow along join along boundaries bonds connecting spacetime sheets belonging at 

various levels of the hierarchy ("biofeedback"). 

 

The model allows to identify quantum correlates of the basic sensory modalities and their 

submodalities and parametrize them in terms of magnetic and Z
0 

magnetic transition frequencies 

involved with the modulation hierarchy [qualia].  One can speak about spectrosopy of consciousness 

and reduction of EEG to atomic physics in Earth's magnetic field is suggested strongly. 

 

Spectroscopy of consciousness leads to several testable predictions. 

 

(a) Magnetic transition frequencies depend linearly on Earth's magnetic field strength.  This means that 

local variation of Earth's magnetic field should change the scale of EEG spectrum corresponding to 

cyclotron frequencies.  Reduction of magnetic field should reduce EEG scale and induce more 

"meditative" states.  This can be tested in laboratory. 
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(b) Space travelers draw the magnetic flux tubes of Earth with them.  The requirement that magnetic 

flux and energy of flux tube is conserved implies that flux tubes thicken and magnetic field gets 

weaker.  More meditative states should result! 

 

In fact, there is even reported evidence [MIR, Mitchell] that cosmonauts who spend months in 

MIR had strange altered states of consciousness involving identification with other people and 

lifeforms (even dinosaurs of ancient Earth).  This is consistent with the TGD-based view about 

Geometric-Time and possibility of geometric memories extending the duration of individual life 

cycle. 

 

(c) What is interesting is that Earth's magnetic field has weakened 50 percent during last 1000 years.  

Could this have something to do with the enormous development of civilization during this period? 
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8.  MEs and retrieval of long-term memories 
 

The hypothesis about the existence of hierarchy of electromagnetic lifeforms is extremely radical 

and it can be taken seriously only if it has sufficient explanatory power.  The hierarchy indeed provides 

a general mechanism for the retrieval of long-term geometric memories as following arguments 

demonstrate.  What is so important is that memory storage is four-dimensional.  There is no need to 

store memories 3-dimensionally and one circumvents the standard problems of 3-dimensional hologram 

memory and associative memory. 

 

Coherent light should generate sensory experiences characterized by magnetic transition frequencies 

in ELF range.  This is achieved if vacuum current generating coherent light and classical EM field is 

modulated by ELF frequency.  For instance, Blackman's experiments [ELF] indeed demonstrate that 

modulation frequency induces magnetic transitions leading to the experienced quale.  This suggests 

following model for long-term memory retrieval. 

 

(a) ELF selves represented by MEs are assumed to be very long lived.  They correspond to magnetic 

transition frequencies in one-to-one correspondence with sensory qualia and Boolean quale (and 

perhaps also with emotional qualia). 

 

(b) As explained, virtual MEs representing classically exchange of photons between, say, 2 neuron 

populations (or neurons) are ideal cognitive spacetime sheets coding our long-term memories.  

Assume that this kind of ME is generated in quantum jump and its geometric duration is 

sufficiently long, say years.  The subjective duration (wake-up time) of ME self need be only a 

fraction of a second.  Assume that the vacuum current of the ME is modulated by ELF self with 

the magnetic transition frequency associated with some sensory quale.  This is what automatically 

happens if ME has contact with ELF self. 

 

(c) The experiments of Blackman et al demonstrate that EM fields at or modulated by ELF frequencies 

generate biological effects when ELF frequencies correspond to magnetic transition frequencies.  

The situation is exactly the same now!  Spectroscopy of consciousness states that the experiences 

generated correspond to various sensory qualia.  Thus geometric long-term memories can be 

retrieved in this manner.  Each qualia corresponds to its own ELF self modulating MEs.  Currents 

creating EEG generate these ELFs.  MEs could be generated also by brain itself in memory 

retrieval or by ELF self when memory retrieval occurs spontaneously. 

 

(d) One can wonder what could be the quantum correlate for an active attempt to remember.  The 

classical non-determinism associated with the passive aspects of consciousness not involving 

volition should be temporally localized. 

 

One (not the only) manner to achieve this is to assume that the total energy associated with 

MEs vanishes so that positive energy MEs are accompanied by compensating negative energy 

MEs (which are possible because the sign of the classical energy correlates with time orientation of 

the spacetime sheet).  Could it be that the attempt to remember corresponds to negative energy ME 

-- a question sent to the geometric Past and that conscious retrieval corresponds to the answer 

delivered from the Past to Future and received successfully? 

 

Since MEs correspond to sheets of 3-space propagating with light velocity, these messages 

should correspond at spacetime level to zigzag-like structures consisting of a rather large number 

of MEs.  The simplest possibility is that ME messages are reflected back-and-forth inside the 80 

km thick wave cavity between Earth's surface and ionosphere.  This assumption is consistent with 

the fact that the frequency of the theta wave involved with long-term memory retrieval is near to 

../../My%20Documents/ELF
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the lowest Schumann frequency.  [StealthSkater note: since atomic blasts are known to affect 

the atmosphere, would these cause rise to any UFO-like images?  And what about HAARP 

burning holes in the Ionosphere?] 

 

It is quite easy to imagine how various types of conscious information is coded to the vacuum 

current of ME.  MEs can code binary digit to the direction of electric polarization which can vary in 

arbitrary manner as function of time.  For instance, the bit sequences defined by cognitive neutrino pairs 

[genememe], sequences of nerve pulses, amplitudes of physical quantities, almost anything can be 

coded in this manner. 

 

The fact that virtual MEs correspond to classical communications allows to see also the development 

of the information society in a totally new light.  We have been building almost entire century 

communication,  coordination, and control mechanisms based on classical EM fields.  We have accepted 

the mysterious phenomenon of classical decoherence which says that linear superpositions behave as if 

there were no interference (which just says that they decompose to unions of MEs). 

 

Quite generally, classical ME communications (also ours) should correspond to conscious 

experiences of some higher level selves.  This would mean that electromagnetic society is a living 

being and we are its neurons.  The emails buzzing in the web give rise to conscious experiences at 

higher levels of self hierarchy.  [StealthSkater note: I always wondered why it seemed like the most 

insignificant details of some unknown person's life can be found on the Internet.  Almost like it 

was some sort of human database that would re-seed mankind in the event of a future cataclysm 

(as in "Project Preserve Destiny").] 
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9.  Geomagnetic perturbations and Schumann resonance frequencies 

as driving frequencies of neural circuits? 
 

There are several sources of ELF EM fields in EEG range. 

 

(a) The currents generating EEG certainly create weak electromagnetic radiation fields which in TGD 

framework correspond to topological field quanta of size of Earth [eeg]. 

 

(b) Magnetic transitions generate ELF photons which are probably accompanied by MEs or Bose-

Einstein condensates around them. 

 

(c) The topological field quanta of classical EM fields associated with the resonances of the 

electromagnetic fields in the 80 km thick wave cavity between Earth surface and ionosphere are 

also a natural candidate for ELF selves.  The lowest resonance frequencies (or Schumann 

frequency, as it is called) is roughly f= c/2*pi*R (R is the radius of Earth) and equal to about f = 8 

Hz [Schumann].  The higher Schumann frequencies are f=14, 21 ,... Hz .  Schumann frequencies 

are reasonable constant (with variation of one Hz), depending only on the geometric parameters of 

the wave cavity. 

 

The time scale of about 0.14 seconds predicted by the TGD-based model of the memetic code 

[genememe, eeg] is near to time scale defined by theta frequency of about 8 Hz and also to the lowest 

Schumann frequency.  Perhaps the lowest Schumann frequency corresponds to the time scale of the 

memetic code and is thus be essential for cognition. 

 

Also, higher Schumann resonance frequencies with important EEG frequencies and magnetic 

transition frequencies.  In particular, the frequencies 13 and 39 Hz which are also cyclotron resonance 

frequencies of Na
+
 are very near to Schumann frequencies. 

 

Schumann frequencies vary in time.  And there is evidence that also the variations of nearby EEG 

frequencies correlate with this variation.  This suggest that some EEG frequencies correspond to 

Schumann frequencies. 

 

Oscillations of magnetic flux tubes of Earth's magnetic field at Schumann frequencies induce 

oscillations in neural circuits.  This suggests that Schumann resonances act as driving forces of neural 

circuits.  This hypothesis can be tested by looking whether the variation of the local magnetic field of 

Earth leaves EEG frequencies near Schumann frequencies unaffected and scales those corresponding to 

the magnetic transition frequencies.  

 

The assumption that the "classical photons" associated with Schumann resonances are both emitted 

and absorbed implies that MEs of finite duration are in question.  Thus it is tempting to identify these 

resonances as one particular lifeform interacting strongly with human brain by driving important brain 

circuits. 

 

There is support for this hypothesis.  Magnetic perturbations near Schumann frequencies are known 

to have profound effects on human brain inducing altered states of consciousness and cortical 

instabilities such microseizures and epilepsies [Persinger]. 
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10.  A possible explanation of UFO experiences 
 

The TGD-inspired theory of consciousness suggests an explanation of UFO experiences as particular 

kind of interactions with higher level selves of the electromagnetic self hierarchy.  This interpretation 

has close parallels with Persinger's explanation of UFO experiences [Persinger] although the 

philosophies are completely different. 

 

The very energetic (and perhaps also very alert!) ELF selves associated with lowest Schumann 

resonances are especially natural candidates for the EM selves in question.  The semi-trance mechanism 

involving entanglement of some part of brain which ELF self is an attractive hypothesis.  Semi-trance 

mechanism modifies Jaynes' visions about bicameral man and the explanation of various hallucinatory 

experiences of schizophrenics and those caused by hallucinogens is based on the same mechanism 

[semitrance1, semitrance2]. 

 

The model of UFO experiences should explain both the objective observations and subjective 

experiences.  It is known that there is a strong correlation of UFO observations with the seismic activity.  

This suggests that seismic energy can be liberated partially in form of MEs carrying intense beams of 

coherent light.  This suggestion is not new. 

 

But what is new, however, is that the MEs provide the new physics making possible this kind of 

intensive light beams.  If this kind of beam contains visible frequencies and interacts with atmosphere 

(say clouds), it can become visible just like the light from a flicker is visible as a spot in a roof.  Very 

small variations in the direction of the beam of coherent light can induce very large and rapid butterfly 

like motions of the apparent UFO just like the random variations in the direction of the flicker imply 

wild motion of the light spot in the roof.  UFOs are indeed known to move in random butterfly-like 

manner and achieve extremely high velocities impossible using known technologies. 

 

Consider now the effects on human brain.  Seismic activity implies perturbations of the local 

geomagnetic field.  The first implication is that magnetic transition frequencies and part of the EEG 

spectrum is scaled.  This must have psychological effects.  In particular, the magnetic transition 

frequencies associated with various sensory qualia change.  And this must affect sensory experiencing. 

 

The resonant liberation of energy at Schumann frequencies implies strong 'metabolic energy feed' to 

the corresponding EM lifeforms.  If the lowest Schumann frequency (theta frequency and higher 

important EEG frequencies) act as driving frequencies of the neural circuits, one can expect dramatic 

effects.  At the psychological level, this interaction could be interpreted as a direct communication 

between brain and "Schumann selves".  Semi-trance state with communication from higher level to the 

brain hemisphere in wake-up state should give rise to an experience of a "sensed presence". 

 

The interpretation of "sensed presences" depends strongly on the cultural background of experiencer.  

The brain does its best to associate something familiar and socially acceptable to a strange perceptive 

input.  The sensed presences could be interpreted as spirits of forefathers, elves, demons, gods, angels, 

etc.  Ironically, the recent age of reductionistic materialism leaves often only 2 acceptable 

interpretations.  The sensed presence at distance of E
-30

 meters is identified as (a) extraterrestrial or (b) 

hallucination! 

 

[StealthSkater note: more on plasma lifeforms is on the "UFO#Plasmoids" page at => doc   pdf   

URL   ] 

 

 

../../My%20Documents/semitrance2
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http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#Plasmoids
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if on the Internet, Press  <BACK>  on your browser  to return to 

the previous page  (or go to www.stealthskater.com) 

else if accessing these files from the CD in a MS-Word session, simply <CLOSE> this 

file's window-session; the previous window-session should still remain 'active' 
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